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Longwood Students Dig UpTlie Past
Kim Garret!
Assistant Features Editor
Dr. James Jordan's Honor's
Introduction to Anthropology
course visited Ames-Hull Springs
Farm in Westmoreland County
for an archeaological dig.
The group, consisting of ten
freshmen and eigh sophomores,
spent three days on the excursion,
which ended October 26.
The students participating in
the course are Kaitlin Aardahl,
Nicole Bachmann, Leah Barron,
Mikaela Bizer, John Burton,
Christine Causey, Jennifer Alicia
Costa, Jennifer Leigh Costa,
Jennifer Graham, Leah Graham,

Laura Holliday, Amanda Hughes,
Jason Jamerson, Sharon Kama,
Alecia Mullins, Bailey Ratcliff,
Brandy Spicer, and Sarah
Woiteshek.
The site-manager is senior
Robert Northington, who has
participated in previous trips as
well. Planning for the dig began
on the first day of class as the
students divided into cooking
crews and teams to plan the tnp.
Most students felt that Dr
Jordan's reputation of being a
challenging yet exciting professor
was a big factor in choosing this
course, although it did not fall
directly under their major course
of study.

Over breakjast, Dr. Jordan explains the day's schedule
and reviews artifacts found the day before.

"Humans naturally want to
find something of worth. Most
people take this section to come
on the dig. I know that was a big
factor for me," said Chnsnne
Causey.
Other students felt that the
experience would leave them with
more knowledge than studying
about artifacts in the classroom
would as Sharon Kama said,
"There are less tests and more
fun stuff. It is the experience of
getting out and doing it rather
than just reading about it. You
also get to be a part of everything
because you get to touch what
you're learning about and you get
to find things."
In the end, some students
reflected on the tnp and felt that
the sights they were able to see
along the way were just as exciting as the dig itself.
The students visited several
cemetenes; Robert E. Lee's birthplace, George Washington's
birthplace, and also went on a
tour of the farm that contains a
Bald Eagle nest.
Also included with the farmhouse is a set of bunkhouses,
outdoor bathrooms, and outdoor
showers with a laundry room.

Students from Dr. James Jordan's Honor's Introduction to
Anthropology class attended an archeological dig in
Westmoreland County.
The farm now belongs to
Longwood University for archeological research. It was constructed in the 1940s by Lee Ames as a
summer camp for wayward youth
but it remained open for only ten
years. In 1993, Mary Farley Ames
Lee donated the farm to
Longwood University.
The first assignment she presented to the team of archeologists was to excavate an area of
land to the South West of the big
house in order to find evidence of
an Indian corn field her daddy
spoke of when she was a young
girl and this spot became the first

archeological site for Longwood.
According to Dr. Jordan,
Professor of Sociology and
Anthropology, Ames was always
interested in Longwood's history
and wanted the farm to be used as
a place where students could conduct research.
She did not want the farm to
become a haven for weekend tnps
or meetings. The group participated in an archeological excavation
around the slave quarters a I
Nomini Hall on the farm
Nomini Hall has been the site
See DIG p 5

Ask Dr. Construction ^an^all Kenan To Receive DosPassos 1 nze
As part of our weekly updates on
construction, we would like to
share with you questions and
concerns posed by the campus
committee.
If you have questions, please
use our e-mail address listed
below. Thank you.
Dear Dr. Construction: I really
find that having the opening
in the Construction fences
between Lankford Student
Union and the Dining Hall a
blessing. Will this be permanent during construction? A
Concerned Pedestrian
Dear-Concerned Pedestrian: The
Campus Impact Committee (see

the following URL for its
membership- http://www.longwood.edu/constracuon/committeeJjtm) gave serious thought to
the use of the fences.
The area between the two
buddings you mentioned is not
currently part of the utility and
access ramp construction projects.
This aftows us to open that
space up to pedestrian traffic In
December, however, work will
begin on Phase One of Brock
Commons, which contains the
garage and pedestrian maO above.
This work will encompass the
area between the main entrance
See CONSTRUCTIONp. 4

Kent Booty
LLI Public Relations
Randall Kenan, an author and
columnist whose work explores
the broad range of AfricanAmencan life has been selected
for the 22nd John Dos Passos
Prize
for Literature from
Longwood University.
The prize, which includes a
cash award and a medal, will be
given in a ceremony Tuesday,
November 19, at 8 p.m. in Wygal
Auditonum. He will read from
his work.
Kenan is the author of the
novel A Visitation of Spirit, a collecuon of short stories, Lei the
Dead Bury Their Dead; and the
non-fiction Walking on Water,

Black American Lives at the Turn of
the Twenty-First Century.
He is also the author of a
young adult biography of James
Baldwin and wrote the text for
Norman Mauskoffs book of
photographs A Time Not Here:
The Mississippi Delta.
His first novel, A Visitation of
Spirits, introduced his readers to
Tims Creek, North Carolina, a
ficnonal African-Amencan community.
Kenan continued this setting in
Let the Dead Bury Their Dead,
which was nominated for the Los
Angeles Times Book Award for
fiction, was a finalist for the Longwood
will
present
National Book Cntics Circle Randall Kenan with the John
Dos
Passos
Prize for
Literature on November 19.
See KENAN p.5
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Words From the Editor
Tuesday
night
I
attended the
Club
and
Organization
Dinner in the
Grand
Dining Hall,
which recognized leadership within Longwood's various organizations.
Dr. Bill Stuart of the
Communications Department and
Mary Meade Saunders of the
Career Center both spoke on leadership attributes.
The dinner opened with comments from Dr. Pierson and a
clever skit from the ever creative
senior class officers. 1 hope I wasn't the only one who noticed that
they all claimed to be members of
Delta Iota Kappa (DIK). Hmm...
I went figuring that at the very
least I could have someone else
cook dinner for me (one of the
downfalls of living off campus is

that all of a sudden you have to
cook your own food).
But I left with a newfound
appreciation for The Rotunda and
what this organization has come
to mean to me.
I've been on the staff for three
years, and everyone here has
become like family.
We spend so much rime in the
office working to produce a paper
that we know each other's lives in
and out, but of course what's said
in the office stays in the office.
I always know that when I'm
having a bad day someone will be
here to listen to my complaints.
More than ever, The Rotunda
staff works as a team to accomplish our goal of supporting the
community by producing the best
paper possible.
Sure, we might be jaded journalists who poke fun at the overuse of the "citizen leader" slogan.
And yes, we actually like
"Vitriolic," the cartoon that often

The Hottinria
Box 2901
Longwood University
Farmville, VA 23909

Phone: 434 395-2120
Fax: 804-395-2237
rotunda@longwood.edu
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at l.ongwood University, is published
weekly dunng the academic year (except holidays and exam periods) and is
pnnted in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmvillc, VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be
received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's publication. All
letters to the editor must be typed and include name and telephone number.
Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear on the published letter
must request so in wndng. All letters arc subject to editing.
The Rotunda is an equal opportunity employer and is looking for people
who arc interested in writing or layout. We currendy have positions available
and ask anyone who is interested to come to our meetings, Mondays at 9:15
p.m.

enflames other organizations/citizen leaders, but it gives us a good
laugh.
But when it comes right down
to it, even The Rotunda staff are
citizen leaders, whether we want
to admit it or not.
And I think that we are one of
the most involved organizations
on campus, because through just
one venue (the newspaper), we
touch every aspect of campus.
Since joining The Rotunda, I've
come into contact with President
Cormier, Dr. Pierson, Mike
Clements, Mike Lysaught, Greg
Prouty, the wonderful Student
Union staff including Susan,
Angle, and Jeff, the SGA, the
Commuter Student Association,
vanous Greek soronties and fraternities, S.E.A.L, S.A.F.E., campus recreation, the Health and
Wellness Center, the police
department, CHI, and Princeps.
These are )ust a few of the people and organizations that have
worked with The Rxtunda over the

years.
Sometimes we have our differences in opinion, as is expected,
but in the end we all strive for the
same goal: to make Longwood as
good as it can possibly be.
I've always said that working
for the newspaper equates to
working for every organization on
campus, and I firmly believe that
is the truth.
I have learned what to do (and
sometimes what not to do) from
those leaders before me.
I credit much of the success of
The Rotunda to Danielle Pezold,
last year's editor, who wasn't afraid
to come in with little experience
and make changes for the better
to this paper.
I hope that when my time is
done, people will look back and
think that I was a good example of
a leader to the rest of the staff.
I don't want to be remembered
as great, fearless, or even a jour
nalistic genius (no worries, that
definitely won't happen).

But I do hope that people see
me as fair, willing to listen, and a
good teacher to those will continue
after I leave.
Sometimes when I get caught
up in the daily gnnd of classes and
working for the paper, I forget that
I am a leader in this organization.
Attending last night's dinner
helped me remember that others
will see my words and actions as
those of a leader.
I will be remembered not by
what I hoped to accomplish, but
by what my daily actions showed
the staff I achieved to make The
Rotunda a better publication.
I just want to thank our staff for
all their hard work, because I
wouldn't be a leader at ail without
their dedication and friendship.

£W£&«i0
Dawn Kanehl
Editor-in-Chief

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I would just like to get a few
words out about how I feel about
retailers and their choice of products
I recently recieved a Victoria's
Secret catalogue and was nonchalantly flipping through the pages
when I came across something
surprising.
I know that every year
Victoria's Secret designs a new
Fantasy bra and panty set and
that they cost a small fortune to
purchase.
This year's set is inlaid with
rubies, emeralds, and a sixty carat
pear shaped diamond.
The pnee tag: TEN MILLION
DOLLARS.

I find H astounding that there die of disease.
Shouldn't people feel obligated
is a set of underwear that costs
more than the tuition of about to help the children, who are the
2400 Longwood students.
only hope for the future?
Trust me...I did the math.
If someone has ten million dolI find this is unacceptable lars I think that they should not
because there is so much more spend it on something so frivoout there than college tuition and lous as a pair of underwear.
diamond studded underwear to
A person can go and buy packworry about.
ages of underwear for five dollars
But serious matters such as or if they like expensive underpoverty, hunger, and disease.
wear they can shop in a boutique
The hefty price tag of this par- where underwear is forty dollars a
ticular pair of underwear could pair.
do a lot for charities and help
My point is that this money
fund a lot of BENEFICIAL, could be better spent than buying
society-enhancing programs.
(or making) a pair of jewelThere are thousands of chil- encrusted underwear to draw
dren who starve to death every- attention to your company during
day, thousands of children who the "season of giving."

Students, Faculty, and StaffDo you want your voice heard?
Do you feel frustrated by changes at Longwood?
Do you feel like the administration isn't listening to you?
Here's your chance to be heard directly by Dr. Cormier, Longwood University's
President!
The Rotunda is opening lines of communication between those who have questions and
those who can answer them!
If you have any concerns regarding Longwood, please email us at
Rotunda.longwood.edu. V\fe will take the most frequent questions, and Dr. Cormier will
publish a reply in The Rotunda.
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rpea
Speakout
"Iff y6uVe \o\ mad, Louie n*t/aylig attentioji!"

What Do You Think About the General
Obligation Bond^

The-"ActfoCit" iyyour outlet for battling' yocCab injustice/ and, thing* that yuch.
Thitf i* your your chance, to- do- yomething' about yycietal evily, imtead, ofjuit
whining- about them. So- ypeah up and/ act up. Hecauie/, ifyou-'re, not mad/, you, re,
not paying-attention*. E-maHActU/Ut Cdeayto- rotunda@lc-ngwood/.edu'.

"I am for it as long as
I don't have to pay for
it down the road."
-Eron Bullard, junior

Wkat s So Bad About Commitment?
Dawn Kanchl
Editor-in-Chief

Why are guys so afraid of the Cword?
I'm talking about the most
dreaded college word of all, the
mother of all bad words: commitment.
My girlfriends and I have run
into this relationship problem lately, and I've discovered there are
certain traits that a commitment
phobic man will display.
1. He will constantly say, "I
don't want anything serious/a
commitment."
Obviously, this should raise red
flags to the female in the relationship, but a lot of times we think
that if we hang on he'll get over his
phobia and things will change.
My question, however, is why
does it have to be "serious?" When
I think of senous, I imagine heart
attacks, car accidents, and Dr.
Craft's Brit Lit I final.
I don't think of a relationship,
which in my opinion should be fun,
supportive, and exciting- but not
necessarily "serious."
2. He's not available all of the
time.
Lack of availability stems from
several reasons. Either he's afraid
of losing his "guy time," he's actually a liar with another girlfriend, or
he just plain doesn't want to be too
available for you.
First of all, let me state that no
girl on the face of the planet wants
to take a guy and his pals away
from their precious Playstation
games, just like you would never
dream of telling us to stop shopping at the mall with our girlfriends.
And it's fine with us to have that
apart time. Personally, I don't want
to drag a guy into J. Crew with me
to look at cashmere sweaters, and I
don't want to play NHL hockey,
either.
Secondly, I've seen several of
my friends this year start relationships with a guy who already has

another girlfriend.
Obviously, this isn't the best
idea, but it's another one of
those "I'll wait and see what happens" things.
Well, what always happens is
that the girl gets fed up and
returns her former sweetie back
to his unsuspecting girlfriend.
Why guys behave like this I'll
never know, but it probably has
something to do with another
famous
commitment-phobic
line, "I just don't want to limit
my options nght now."
3. Commitment phobes will
always hold back emotionally
(but not physically).
What I mean by this is that
when it comes to sharing
hopes/dreams, meeting parents,
and talking about the future any
farther than next weekend, guys
flake out faster than a bad case of
dandruff.
As if meeting Mom and Dad
means that we're trying to walk
you down the aisle next week.
Please.
On the other hand, a guy is
not afraid to get intimate quickly,
which I think is a shame and only
adds stress to a broken relationship.
What guys don't realize is that
women, in the process of sharing something so personal as a
bed, get attached and think that
their commitment-phobic guy
might be on the verge of a
reform.
But from a guy's point of
view, he's just getting some
action from a girl that he thinks
has a really nice
(fill in
appropriate body part).
Besides, "attached" is another
big no-no in the guy's dictionary
of four-letter words.
If the sum of my entire personality was based solely on my
body parts, then I would be a
mumbling pile of mush incapable of forming a complete
sentence, which to some guys
might be a positive trait.

So what's a girl to do these days?
First of all, I say that she has to be
confident enough to see the warning
signs and know when to get out
before something awful happens, like
she falls in love with this guy who has
no intentions of being around say, for
Christmas.
My mom reminded me last week
that people start relationships to find
out who they want to marry.
"But Mom," I said. "It just doesn't
seem that way in college. Everyone
just wants to 'hang out"."
Then she reminded me of something that I'd let myself forget. She
said, "Well, you just haven't met the
nght guy yet."
Oh, yeah. Women, in general, tend
to see every relationship as needing
direction and progress. We forget to
stop and ask ourselves, however, if we
even want to be with this person.
Just because you've got a bed
warmer/back massager/potential dog
walker doesn't mean that you need to
spend the rest of your life with this
person.
So my advice is to be picky and
choosy and snotty all that you want
until you meet a guy who's worthy of
your time/thoughts and maybe your
bed...eventually (but seriously, make
him wait).
When you meet that special someone, I believe that it won't take you
long to know.
Because he'll call when he says he's
going to, he'll bring you stuffed animals and chocolates when you're
PMSing, and he'll wipe away your
tears when you've had a bad day
because you put on five pounds and
your pet hamster died. ,
And he might not be at Longwood,
or Hampden-Sydney, or even in this
state. I don't think that we women
have to be so impatient to meet the
perfect man.
If it's meant to be, it's meant to be.
No amount of changing a guy, wishing he was nicer/smarter/funnier will
change that.
So relax, enjoy college, and focus
on cultivating friendships that will last
longer than next week's pair of socks.

"I'm for it because it
helps the College and
University and goes
towards parks without
raising taxes."
-Jonathan Perok,
freshman

"I'm against it because
I think they are making
budget cuts for
schools and they are
distributing money for
non-educational purposes."
-Jennifer Bush, senior

"I agree because I am in
therapeutic recreation and
we are all for the parks. I
think it is really great that the
state of VA is identifying the
park systems and the want
to improve that."
-Danielle Houston, junior

PROPS ANE) EROPS
Props
♦To fabulous Halloween parties
♦To the passing of the SOB
♦To another upcoming weekend
♦To the upcoming holidays

Drops
-To being on "the list"- you know who you are
-To registration, which was frustrating as usual
-To teachers who pack in all the work the last month of
classes
-To having to get a job to afford Christmas presents
-To the "Domino"

News
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beer Hall, theRedford/Pine
Intersection and the area
inkford andtbe Dining
ill. At that rime, the fences will
return and pedestrian traffic will
use the walkways through
Larikford Plaza to the west, and
the Dining Hall arcade and
Spruce Street to the east
This is being done entirely for
the protection of pedestrians.
'We anticipate that these pedestrian routes will remain into the
Fall of 2003 and the conclusion
of Phase One of this project.
Dear Dr. Construction: As Grainger
goes up, I was wonderingif there will be
differences between the old Granger and
the iu» Grainger? EPML lover
Dear EPML Lover: Thank you
for this question. The exterior of
the new Grainger will look very
litnilar to the old Grainger.
The architect has used plans
provided by the Archives in
Richmond and old photographs
of the original structure.
^Jjfcg^ Jtion, terra cotta medalWmame in the front wall of

l old Uraingct were rescued
after the fire and will be incorporated into the new building.
There may be a slight difference in the color cf the brick, but
this is to be.anticipated.
The inside of . the new
Grainger/will be completely different. Much of this is due to
newer construction codes wliich
must be followed as well as more
modern construction techniques.
The front entrance of the new
Grainger will open into a twofloor atrium that was not present
in the old structure.
New Grainger will also have its
own elevator, something that was
not available in Old Grainger.
Dear Dr. Construction: I was wondering why the construction money could
not be used by the University to avert
budget cuts and layoffs? Joe Student
Dear Joe: This is a common question at this time. There are several pools of money at the
University. Budget reductions and
layoffs occur on the E and G
(Education and General) side of
the budget. The dollars in this
pool of money come from the

November 7, 2002

taxpayers of the Commonwealth
and are marked for the opera
«k>ns budgets of the Uriiversity.
Construction dollars are on the
Jennifer Meunier
Capital outlay side of the budget.
Staff Writer
These dollars are targeted for
construction, and by law, may The SGA meeting this week
took place on Tuesday,
only be used for construction.
More dollars will be added to November 5th, (election day!)
this construction pool now that and began with the sweating in
die bond referendum was of Longwood's new Residence
Hall Association president
approved. (Did you vote, Joe?)
In
addition,
Longwood Colleen Crist.
Andy Freundt and Mike Smith
received dollars from the insurspoke
of their efforts to gain
ance company after the great fire
of 2001. These funds again, must student opinions; last week they
be used in the reconstruction of interviewed about 70 students to
Grainger, Ruffner, and the find out needs and concerns for
the Longwood community.
Rotunda.
They reported positive results
and
will be working toward
Do you have construction issues
addressing
each issue.
or concerns? If so, please send
The
RHA
representative
them via e-mail to Dr.
announced that they will be
Construction.
His e-mail address is: brock- working to recommend revisions
com@longwood.edu.
Dr. to the current visitation policy.
Morgan Mahan and Andie
Construction is an amalgam of
Stevens
briefly spoke about the
the members of the Construction
possibility
of some departments
Communications Committee.
You may check its mem- having graduate assistants take
bership at: http://www.long- on more tasks related to a TA
wood.edu/construction/com- (teacher's assistant).
If this change were to take
mitteehtm

Wb.at Is Your SGA Doing?
place it potentially could allow
the TAs to aid in instructing
lower level courses, giving the
professor's more opportunity to
teach upper level/graduate
courses.
Two new organizational constitutions were approved, Trex
booking, a group that will help
Chi Alpha and IV to bring programs such as bands to campus,
and Epsilon Chi Phi, a group of
students that are working on
earning a charter in order to
have a chapter at Longwood.
Sarah Anastas reported that
there will be an open meeting
for the Senior Class next
Thursday, November 14th at
5:30 p.m. in the Ballroom of the
student union. Finally, it was
announced that the application
deadline to run for a SGA position and Longwood election day
has been extended.
Applications are now due to
the SGA office November 13th
at 2 p.m. while elections will take
place between November 15 and
21.

rM; *****
■

:

Virginia Capital Semester
Make the most of your spring semester with an exciting internship, challenging college courses,
interesting guest speakers and all the drama of Virginia politics. Virginia Capital Semester offers
qualified college and university students the opportunity to experience an internship in the state government while continuing their studies on a full-time basis through course work at Virginia
Commonwealth University. Internships are arranged with the legislative and executive branches of
Virginia government, and with the advocacy and lobbying organizations associated with Virginia government.
The select group of students participating in the Virginia Capital Semester will assemble weekly in a
policy-making seminar to hear from £ey leaders at the Capitol and to compare experiences from their
various interriship placements Students win receive three credits' for the internship, along with a
$1,000 stipend, and three credits for the seminar. In addition, students may take six to nine additional
credits from VCU's wide selection of courses. Along with living and learning in Virginia's capital city,
Virginia Capital Semester students also take part in special events and receive individual advising
and housing through VCU.
The program is offered in the 2003 spring semester and begins the first week of January, corresponding with the calendar of the Virginia General Assembly. Application deadline November 15, 2002.

Loam moro and apply onlirvo at www.vcu.odu/capltateamoatar. Or call 804-328-8053.
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DIG cont'd p. 1
for several excavations previously,
but this excavation was interesting because they felt they had
located the site for the slave quarters of the wealthy Carter family
who owned the farm prior to the
Lees.
Nomini Hall, built in 1736, was
the seat of a 50,000 acre-estate of
the Carter's and burned in 1850.
According to Dr. Jordan, previous digging has revealed the
foundations of the school house
of the Hall made famous in The
Journal and Litters of Philip Vickers
Filhian.
The book was a famous study
of education in Colonial Virginia
written by the plantation schoolmaster in 1774.
According to Kathryn Turano,
in the Westmoreland News, "Philip
Vickers Fithian chronicled life of
the Carter plantation at Nomini
Hall from October 1773 through
October 1774."
Robert Carter hired Fithian to
teach English, Math, Latin, and
Greek to his Sve daughters, two
sons, and a nephew.
Fithian, a Princeton theology
student, who moved from New
Jersey to Virginia, kept a diary
almost daily concerning life on
the Plantation.
In his diary, he described the
layout of the plantation and from
his writings, Dr. Jordan and sever-

al crews of students return to the
plantation each semester to dig.
For this excavation, the students wanted to locate evidence
of slave quarters, which Fithian
describes as 20 feet by 20 feet
cabins.
Dr. Jordan and the students
surveyed the land and chose to
dig in a location toward the back
side of the plantation, which
would be a typical site for slave
quarters.
The site is also on a slope
between the grist [grain] mill and
the big house that could not have
been used for any other purpose.
The site's topographic layout is
marked by 12 feet long mounds
of dirt about 20 feet apart from
each other.
Dr. Jordan suggests that the
mounds may very well be the
"footprints of the slave quarters"
because that was the standard size
for slave cabins.
Within each mound, the crew
expected to find the remains of
clay-fired chimneys typically used
for slave quarters.
One of the crews from last
spring divided one of the
mounds into five transects A, B,
C, D, and E and began to dig.
This semester, the class was
divided into two to three students
per team who divided the duties.
First, they used a trowel to
scrape dirt into buckets, which
were earned to the screeners who

sifted through it and took anything they found to another
bucket filled with water to be
cleaned.
Then, after they identified
what the artifact was, they cataloged it and placed it in Ziploc
bags marking which transect it
was found in.
"Even though we haven't
found anything in our transect,
I'm just excited when we find
something in other places. I'm
here to dig and it's a new experience for me. It's also a very big
stress reliever for me," said
Mikaela Bizer.
The group's discoveries of
river worn pebbles, willow ware,
brick pieces, pearl ware, and
chinking-tempered pebbles led
the group to a discussion on the
possibility of their site being considered an active archeological
site, normally judged by one artifact found for every ten cubic
feet of earth excavated and examined.
According to the Virginia State
guidelines set by the Department
of Historic Resources, the
group's eight artifacts found in
their 80 cubic feet of Earth entitles their site to be assigned a
number indicating an active site.
Amanda Hughes said, "My
favorite thing about the dig was
finding stuff and trying to piece
together what it was and what it
was used for."
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Students also felt that the
teamwork helped develop camaradene within the group.
"We got so much out of working together. It's a bonding experience because some of us didn't

Participants hand sift through the mud (above) and wash
artifacts off in a bucket of water(below). These artifacts
are then identified and catalogued.

KENAN cont'd p. 1

NPHC Brings In New Members
Liz Richards
Assitanl Editor
Last Friday, Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity Incorporated, Zeta
Phi
Beta
Sorority
Incorporated, and Sigma
Gamma
Rho
Sorority
Incorporated, participated in
a neophyte show.
It's an event that occurs
every semester when newly
initiated
members
of
National
Pan
Hellenic
Council (NPHC) fraternities
and sororities identify themselves as members of their
particular organization, marking the end of their intake
period.
The only organizations that

participate in neophyte show
are those who are taking new
members during that particular semester, which is why
only three were represented
last Friday.
During their intake period,
members are known as aspirants because they are aspiring to become a part of an
organization.
Once initiated, they are
known as neophytes.
It is only after a neophyte
show, when they have
announced themselves as
members of their specific
organization, can they be
called initiated brothers or
sisters.
The groups of neophytes
march with their organiza-

even talk to each other before we
came here. We were such a random group of people because we
don't all have the same major. You
definitely have to be a team player," said Jennifer Graham.

Award, and was among The
New York Times Notable
Books of 1992.
Walking on Water, based on
tions,
beginning
their
entrance walk at various loca- more than 200 interviews over
several years, has been called
tions.
They end their march at a "part travelogue, part sociologidesignated place on campus, cal, political and historical
thus commencing the neo- study..both broad and deep, an
unusually sensitive portrait of
phyte show.
The neophytes will greet black America"
The New York Times review
their organizations and the
members of that organiza- said, "in talking to individuals
tion, and the other eight seemingly SO unrepresentative
organizations in the NPHC, of the group he wants to undertotaling nine separate greet- stand, Kenan violates every rule
of the sociologist And that may
ings.
Step sequences, poems, just be the reason his book succhants, or sometimes all three ceeds so well as a work of
will usually follow the greet- insight and compassion"
Kenan is the lehman Brady
ings.
Chair
Professor
in
Once all of the organizaDocumentary
Studies
at
Duke
tions have completed their
portion of the show, all of University, where he teaches
the initiated members dis- courses in oral history and non-

fiction writing.
He is the recipient of several
awards, including the American
Academy of Arts and Letters'
Prix de Rome, has been a contributor to The New York
Times and The Nation, has
taught at several universities and
began his career on the editorial
staff of Alfred A. Knopf publishers.
He grew up in Chinquapin,
North Carolina, and is a graduate of the University of North
Carolina.
The Dos Passos Prize is
awarded annually to a writer
whose works demonstrate one
or more of the following characteristics: an intense and original exploration of specifically
American themes, an experimental quality, and a wide range
of literary forms.
Previous recipients include
Tom Wolfe, Lee Smith, Shelby
Foote and Ernest Gaines.
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Student AcCUSed of Elevator Vandalism Dr. Teresa Kennedy to Lecture on Ckaucer
Alexis Stratton
[/.TO*

bulbs was out, the door was hang
ing partway down the elevator
shaft," he said.
"The elevator
technician
A University of South Carolina
student stuck in an apartment ele- reported that the elevator had
vator for two hours is now been vandalized; it was severely
accused of vandalism by the damaged." Gangam said he was
apartment building's management trapped in the elevator about 4
a.m. Oct. 15 after he returned late
and its insurance company.
Aurovinda Gangam, a USC from work in Swearingen
graduate student studying com- Engineering Center.
"I was coming from the
puter science, might face up to
$10,000 in damage charges from department, and I took the elevaWhaley's Mill Apartments insurer tor instead of the stairs because it
was late and I was feeling sleepy,"
Atlantic Mutual.
Gangam forced open the ele- Gangam said. "So, it got stuck up
vator doors at the Whaley's Mill between the first and second
Apartments at Whaley and Main (floors). There was a noise, and it
streets, causing damage that the stopped."
Gangam rang the emergency
Columbia Police Department
described as "malicious injury to bell and screamed for help, he
said, but began to panic when no
personal property."
"I thought they would get it one answered his calls.
"I was feeling breathless slightrepaired, and I thought, 'I'm
ly,
and I started to panic, and I
studying, so I don't want to get
was
sweating," Gangam said.
involved in all the legal business.'
"Nobody
was coming. It was
But later he was saying "since
about
425,
I
guess, when I was
the door got damaged, I have to
really
having
breathing
problems,
pay," Gangam said
"I was a victim," he said. "I was I thought I should open the outer
stuck up in the elevator for two door and call for help because
hours, and after that, they asked when I was shouting from inside,
I knew nobody could hear that.
me to pay."
So, I just tried to open the
Chris Carter, a manager at the
apartment building, said that outer door. 1 forcibly opened the
although the Whaley's Mill man- outer door just a little bit - 4 inchagement does acknowledge that es or so - then I shouted for
Gangam was stuck in an elevator help."
Someone from the third floor,
for two hours, witnesses - including a technician who helped free Gangam said, finally heard and
Gangam and Whaley's Mill night contacted the available managemanager John Miller - say ment member, who then called an
Gangam violently damaged the elevator technician.
Once the technician arrived,
elevator door.
Carter said the door was dam- Gangam emerged from the elevaaged "so badly, parts had to be tor between 5:30 and 6 a.m.
Gangam said others have experiremade."
"The door closure was com- enced similar troubles with the
pletely bent; one of the light elevators at Whaley's Mill.

Jon Vanhouten, the Columbia
police officer who responded to
the incident the next day, reported the damage as malicious injury
to private property.
"From my evaluation from the
thing, it looked as though he vandalized the elevator out of frustration and anger of being stuck
in the elevator," Vanhouten said.
"Malicious injury to pnvate
property means he maliciously
damaged the elevator with the
purpose of doing what he did."
The Whaley's Mill elevators
continue to trouble residents, said
Gangam, who has been gathering
signatures from others concerned
about them.
Whaley's Mill management,
however, traces the elevator
problems to the residents themselves, who they say damage the
door sensors by trying to hold
them open too long. Carter
acknowledged that elevator problems can happen.
"It's unfortunate, but we rely
on residents to do their part to
make sure everything's taken care
of. We may not be aware of it,"
he said.
He said residents must take
care of the elevator. Gangam said
he just wants management to
address the maintenance issues
involving the elevators.
"Why is that not a problem in
other apartments? And since they
are managing, they should take
care of it," he said.
Carter said the elevators are
completely up to code and
inspected yearly, and that they
undergo monthly maintenance as
well. Vanhouten said: "It's proba
bly 50 percent Whaley's Mill's
fault and 50 percent his fault for
doing what he did," he said.

SGA Election Dates
Applications due Wednesday, November 13
@ 2 p.m. in the SGA office
Elections will be held Friday, November 15 Thursday, November 21 in the Dining Hall
during lunch and dinner

Pms Rtltase
The Grellet and Dorothy C
Simpson program in Medieval
Studies and the Simpson
Summer Institute, all at Mary
Washington, will present the fall
Simians lecture at Longwood
University
this
Thursday,
November
7th
in
Hull
Auditorium at 7:30 pm.
The lecture will be given by a
well-known
Virginia-based
scholar, Dr. Teresa Kennedy,
who has given public lectures at
Yale University, Manhattan
College in New York, and the
University of Notre Dame,
among others.
Recently she offered at the
University of Virginia at Wise
Conference in Medieval and
Renaissance Studies, where she
offered the keynote address last
September. The lecture is entided "Which Historicism is in
View? Rereading the Troilus
and Cnseyde."
Her talk arises from one of

Chaucer's love stories involving
issues of fidelity, adultery,
betrayal, ambiguity, and identity.
The focus of her lecture will
be on vernacular literature, and
hopes to answer the questions:
how do three nearly-contemporary writers understand the creation of deep meaning in vernacular transcendent and material versions of history?
How and in what terms do
they construct the intelligibility
of history?
Or to put the matter in,
Boethian terms, how can literary
texts help readers understand
the
difficult
relationships
between
Providence
and
Fortune, or between divine will
and fate?
Kennedy will review previous
historically-based scholarship on
the text, will bring to bear her
detailed literary analysis of this
work's sublimities, <
light especially
borrowings and Italian connections.

Earn $1,000 - 52,000 for your Student
Croup in just 3 hourtl
Collwe fandmbiitt
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888-923-3238 • www.caLmpusfundraiser.com

The Commuter Student
Association is proud to present:
A Thanksgiving lunch. November 21st, 11 a.m.-1
p.m. in the A&B Rooms of the Lanbford Student
Union. All commuter students are encouraged to
attend.
The Annual Children's Holiday Party.
December 7th. Face painting. Arts and
Crafts, and other activities are planned.
Plus, there will be pictures with Santa! All
that attend are encouraged to bring canned
food that will be donated to local charities.
This is one of the events that show that
Longwood students do care about giving
bach to the community.

Dream it. Do it. Disney:
We're recruiting on campus!
3:45 pm
Tuesday, November 12,2002
Hiner 101
Mark your calendars—-All majors and ail college levels invited This is your chance to go inside
this workl-bmous resort, bvAd your resume, network with Disney leaders and
meet students from around the world
Check OM a VUtft Disney VMP College ftogram paid internship. 24-hour secured housing is offered
College credit opportunities may be available. Visit our website at
wdwooOegeproyaui.com and then come to the presentation Attendance is required to interview

\J COLLEGE PROGRAM

wdwcone;eprogr4m.com
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Women's Soccer

Senior Recital

LeesMcRae (N.C.)
11:30 a.m.

Rebecca Gill & Rebecca
Haluska
Wygal
7 p.m.

U> Movie
ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m.

Don Theatre
A^fs cf Forbidden Rarartranx
Jarman

Dah Theatre
Jarman
3 p.m.

Jarman
8 p.m.

Stephen Lynch
Grand Dining Room
8 p.m.

Wygal
3:30 p.m.

UYauMdcltPosaHe
Salon A
12-1:30 p.m.

Students In Free
Enterprise Meeting
Sociology, Anthropology,
and Criminal Justice Club

S6A Meeting

Wynne 123
3:30 p.m.

Awareness Week

Speaker
Ambassador William
Bowdoin Jones
Wygal
7- 8:30 p.m.

14
Flu Shot Clinic

Hispanic Dancel

Lancaster 319
12:30- 2 p.m.

Latin dance show, lessons,
food, and fun
Lankford Ballroom
7-11 p.m.

Finding An Internship
Career Center
4 p.m.

Hiner 101
3:30 p.m.

Career Center
4 p.m.

Amelia Room
7:30 p.m.

Melinda Chaffin & Owen
Compher
Wygal
4 p.m.

13

Awareness Week Movie

CrossRoads Christian
Fellowship

Senior Voice Recital

ju^
\H

Departmental Recital

Resume Writing

Lankford Ballroom
7:30 p.m.

Nottoway Room
8 p.m.

MtpsafFatiddenRanenirancE

Karaoke

ABC Rooms
3:45- 5 p.m.

Awareness Week Movie
Wcbwat'St Piare

Jewish Student
Organization

Mips cf FartMd±nRaiaiitanoe

Comedian

12

11

10

Dah Theatre

8 p.m.
ABC Rooms
10 p.m.

November 8-14, 2002

InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
Baptist Student Union
BSU Building behind Stubbs
5:15 p.m.

Wynne Auditorium
8:30 p.m.

Depression Support Group

Unity Alliance

Counseling Center
Lancaster 126
6:30- 7:30 p.m.
Make a Difference Next Summer Holiday Lake 4-H Center
(Central Virginia) Summer Camp Staff Positions:
Staff/Coordinator, Waterfront Director, Resident Lifeguard,
Nurse/EMT. Store Keeper/Office Assistant; Instructors:
Canoeing, Riflery, Archery, Outdoor Living Skills, Ropes
Course (high & low), Barn Animals, Forestry, Performing
Arts. Training included. Application Deadline: December
16, 2002 Employment period: June 2-August 15, 2003
Contact: Bryan Branch, Program Director 434-248-5444 Rt.
2 Box 630 Appomattox, VA 24522 bbranch@vt.edu

Charlotte Room
9 p.m.

SELL SPRING BREAK TRIPS
ALL THE FUN & ALL THE PROTECTIONS
AMERICAN EXPRESS WORLDWIDE
GUARANTEED BEST BUY
1 FREE TRIP FOR EVERY 10 PAID
OR CA$H STARTING WITH FIRST BOOKING
YOU SELL - WE COLLECT PAYMENTS
WORLD CLASS VACATIONS
1-800-222-4432

November 7, 2002

HOROSCOPES »»*"-*»*Scorpio (Oct 23. -Nov. 21)
Happy Birthday, Scorpio! You are (earless and
determined-people see you as able to do anything. But only you
know that sometimes uou don t tkink tkat uou kave it all
together. Just relax, and take time to get to know yourself tkis
montk.

Style
Vitriolic
Probable &*l
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by Zachary Wlhide

^ L.U

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Apologize to all tke people uou offended in your drunken stupor
last weekend. Stop picking a different tkeme every day.
Capricorn (Dee 22-Jan 19)
Talk about unique shapes- your body truly defies tke laws of
nature. You kave more sass tkanall of The Golden Girk combined.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18)
Stop wearing tkat awful argyle sweater, you look like Alex P.
Keaton. You recently discovered tkat you need a permit for an
activity you planned- but key, five bucks is a small price for
endless pleasure, right?
Pisces (Febl9-Mar. 20)
You need some enhancement in your life. Try tkose silicone inserts tkat look like raw chicken breasts- youll be surprised at tke reaction poultry can get you.
Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
If you want to graduate on time, you'd better kit tke books ASAP. Don't be botkered by those who think you are a Scandinavian nitwit. Honestly, you're more like a
Longwood nitwit tkat almost didn t make it in, which is next to impossible here.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Don t even tkink about buying your koney a Diamonique pendant from QVC You might kave roommate problems tkis montk, so remember tke art of compromise
before you find yourself sleeping on tke front porch.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
Forget all of your fears and ask tkat cutie out already—or better yet, kand over your business card so tkat tkeyll tkink you are a successful person and become even
more smitten witk you.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
You ve been caught on camera witk a bunck of grapes placed in a strategic area. Let's kope you don't get hungry. Also, your underwear sticks out of your pants
wken you kit tke dance floor at Higk Street. Invest in a low-rise thong or go without, just don't tell anyone for goodness sake!
Leo(July23-Aug.22)
You are white hot! Let tkat sex appeal sizzle tkis week. You could, however, stand to update your 80s wardrobe. Leg warmers and cut-up sweatshirts just don't
scream fashionable anymore. Also, get a kaircut-you look too muck like a shaggy Hamp-ster.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)
Ask someone about your family history, you might be surprised about what your ancestors were doing in 1920. Don't embarass your descendents by appearing
naked on The Howard Stern Show.
Libra (Sep23-Oct 22)
You sing better tha n Bing Crosby in White Christmas. Now's a good time to rent tke movie and prance around tke living room singing "Blue Skies." Don't forget to
clean your belly button lint tkis week.

Style
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CD Review: Tke Rolling Stones' Forty Licks Movie Review: Moulin Roug
Rachael Kesler
Staff Writer

Like the rest of the free world,
I have always been familiar with
the music of the Rolling Stones.
Never has a compilation lived
up to its reputation and hype as
the Rolling Stones' October
release entitled Forty Licks.
This collection spans forty
years of sex, drugs and rock n'
roll (hence, the definitive title) in
a way that only the Stones can
do it.
For anyone who is passionate
about good music or interested
in expanding his or her musical
collection, this is a highly recommended purchase.
Forty Licks is a two-disk compilation tracing the musical evolution of the Stones from the
early 60s up to present day, with
four new tunes.
The first CD marks the first
decade of hits, opening with
"Street Fighting Man," "Gimme
Shelter," and "Satisfaction."
These tracks and the band that
created them have become an

integral part of our culture.
Every song on the first CD is
timeless, recreating the repression
and energy of the sixties in musical expression.
The gritty, powerful hits, such
as "Sympathy for the Devil" and
"Honky Tonk Woman," are
mixed with lighter ballads such as

ROLLING
STONES
FORTY
LICKS

"She's a Rainbow," "Wild
Horses," and "You Can't Always
Get What You Want."
The combination of this collection of songs is amazing. Disk
one could easily earn a spot of
constant rotation in your stereo.

The second disk is not as
strongly engaging, but contains
enough great songs to make up
for the difference.
With classics such as "Start Me
Up," "Brown Sugar," and
"Angie," disk two chronicles the
70s, 80s, 90s, and beyond for the
Rolling Stones.
There are four new
tracks: "Don't Stop," "Keys
To Your Love," "Stealing
My Heart," and Keith
Richard's
contribution,
"Losing My Touch."
These songs are certainly not horrible; they are just
not demonstrative of the
Stones' true power and
potential.
However, to criticize the
few songs that are not as
outstanding as every other
would be offensive; this
collection is amazing. Forty Licks is
evidence of the timeless melodies
the Stones continue to create;
songs which will continue to
inspire and ennch the lives of
music lovers for generations to
come.

CArtCtW # ACAPttUkS * JAMAICA
BAHAMAS * FUMIM

is latex diagnosed with
Not being a fan of music
was skeptical at first but
Moulin Rouge opens in the 1900s watching this movie, 1 beca
where a writer travels from addicted.
London to Paris, to a little townNot only is the plot fantas
called Montamarte, to live and the actors and actresses fit t
begin his career.
parts completely.
His goal is to write aboot
Ewan McGregor, with his voice
"truth, beauty, freedom, and, and talent, was made for this role
love." He is Christian, played by
Nicole Kidman also proves
Ewan McGregor, who befriends once, again that she can make any
some theatrical mdwiduajs with character come to life.
the same Bohemian idea as his,
If you are ever in the mood for
"truth, beauty, freedom, and an old picture setting with modem music, rent Moulin Rouge.
love."
His friends take him to try to
Better yet, locate one of the
get Satine, played by Nicole Colonnade Resident Assistants
Kidman, to be a part of their play. and you can borrow it for free.
Unfortunately, she mistakes
Christian for a Duke,
Satine's boss needs an investor
to change the beloved Moulin
Rouge, a place of fantasy and fun,
into a theatre
Later that evenings they begin
their hidden relationship.
The humor of hiding Christian
and Satine's relationship from the
Duke and her boss, not only
causes drama on and off the set,
but aides in a sickness that Satine
Aja Brooks

SUff Writer

HEARD
THE
BUZZ??

PROMOTE TRIPS
AT L0NGW00D COLLEGE,
EARN CASH, GO FREE!!
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS!!

4 Bedroom /4 Bath
Apartment Suites
Large Kitchen with
Modern Appliances
Your own Washer
and Dryer
Private Balconies
High-Speed Internet
Awesome Clubhouse
FITNESS CENTER
Amazing Pool & Deck
Theater
And Much, Much,
More

IT
TRAVEL

SERVICES

Sunchase at Loncjwoocl Apartments

1.800.648.4849

434.392.7440

www.ststravel.com

www.sunchase-Iongwood.com
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Apple of the Week: Depressive Illness It's More Than Just A Case of the Blues
There
will
come a time in
everyone's life
when tragedy
will strike.
Perhaps
a
family pet runs
away, your significant other
may dump you, or Aerosmith
may break up.
No matter what your definition of tragedy, there will be a
time when everyone must
endure difficult times.
The means by which people
deal with the situations will vary
as much as the experiences, but
some people can't seem shake
the feeling of sadness.
More
than
19
million
Americans suffer from depression. It can occur at any age, but
it tends to be more common
during the late teenage years and
old age.
Most experts think it's linked
to two sources: our emotional
reactions to a life event, and to
changes in brain chemistry.
The body's nervous system
and the brain, are a network of

billions of nerve cells called neurons.
Every rime a nerve impulse
moves from one neuron to the
next, it crosses a point called a
synapse Chemicals called neurotransmitters help impulses move
from cell to cell so we can function.
There are many kinds of neurotransmitters, and depression
seems to be linked to low levels
of at least two of them: serotonin and norepinephrine.
There are vanous degrees of
depression:
Major depression, can last for
weeks, even several months.
People may have trouble living
day to day because they feel
worthless.
Dysthymia, is milder than
major depression but more longlasting. People with this disorder
often have little passion for life,
suffer from low self-esteem, and
tend to criticize themselves.
Bipolar disorder, also known
as manic depression, is known
for its wild mood swings.
In the manic phase, people are
elated, their thoughts race, they

may be very creative, but during
the lows they feel gloomy,
fatigued, and have trouble focusing and making decisions.
Seasonal affective disorder
(SAD) is a form of depression
that switches on during the fall or
winter seasons and then fades in
the spring or summer. Experts
think lack of natural light triggers SAD.
Women beware, if you are
planning on having children,
postpartum depression can affect
almost three-quarters of all new
mothers after giving birth. It

most often begins on the third
day after delivery and lasts about
a month.
Symptoms include tension,
trouble sleeping, frequent mood
changes, crying, and anxiety. It
may be caused by sudden
changes in hormone levels after
delivery, as well as worry about
the baby and how to care for it.
Every Thursday a depression
support group meets at 6:30
p.m. in Lancaster 126. There are
national hotlines for depression,
such as 1-800-826-3632, or websites like www.depression.org

which can point to down the
road to recovery.
In any given year, almost ten
percent of the American population suffers from a depressive illness. If you think you may be
experiencing
symptoms
of
depression, remember you are
not alone, and there is help available.

Liz Richards
Assistant Editor

Are oou interested in being part of the Rotunda staff?
Positions available nejet semester are:
-Nextfs Editor
-Asst. Ne-vOs Editor
-Features Editor
-Distribution rtanager
Entail tis at rottmda@longv9ood.edti, or call us at 395-2120.
Meetings are held eVenf rtottda^ at 9:15 p.m. in the office, so
stop in and appty for a position!

THE NEW

lltlTi Ml II limi

Seats five, has 53 cubic
feet of cargo space, and
is available with 180 tip
and a 6-speed manual
shift. Even evolution
can't fully explain it.
O2002 TOYOTA MOTOR SALES, U.SA, INC. BUCKLE UP1
DO IT FOR THOSE WHO LOVE YOU. 'MSRP INCLUDES
DELIVERY, PROCESSING AND HANDLING FEE. EXCLUDES TAX
TITLE, LICENSE, OPTIONS AND REGIONALLY REQUIRED
EQUIPMENT. ACTUAL DEALER PRICE MAY VARY.
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New Traditions in Dating: Women Ask Men, Deatk of Courtship, Hooking Up'
Jennifer Mclaughlin & Michelle
Ear ley
U-W1RE
Dating in college can mean anything from hanging out with
friends to meeting someone at a
party.
Therefore, the words "to date"
may have different meanings for
students, according to the Web
site www.collegeandfuture.com.
Some students said they think
the traditional role of dating has
taken a back seat.
Women often pay for dates and
even make the initial phone calls,
so where have all the dating traditions gone?
"Girls have become more
aggressive," Cara J. McDaniel,
marketing
junior
from
Huntington, said. "It is not taboo
for girls to call guys."
Courtship is dead and dating is
on lite support, Terry Mattingly
wrote in an article in the Catholic
Exchange.

Some speculate parents are not
instilling dating traditions in children anymore.
What has emerged, according
to the Independent Women's
Forum is "hooking up," which
most define as "when a girl and
guy get together for a sexual
encounter and don't necessarily
expect anything further."
Perhaps society has changed its
standards so much that those
once "must do" dating rules are
long forgotten.
Washington Post columnist
William Raspberry wrote, in
response to the forum's findings,
"These women are out of their
minds, and the adults who should
be teaching them better ... have
pretty much walked away from
the job."
Some students say college not
only affects the traditions of dating, but all aspects of relationships from "hooking up" to longdistance commitments.

"If you call the guy and ask him
out, you should pay," Allyson
Zelaska, marketing senior from
Charleston, said. "We are college
students. No one has money."
D.J. Amick, a business junior
from Pittsburgh, said, "It's hard to
go out on dates because no one
has any money."
The Independent Women's
Forum recently offered a glimpse
into the dating challenges facing
college students in a report called,
"Hooking Up, Hanging Out and
Hoping for Mr. Right."
The report was based on interviews with 62 women on 11 campuses and followed-up by 1,000
telephone surveys among young
women.
In the survey conducted by the
forum, more than 90 percent of
the women said "hooking up" was
common and 40 percent said they
had experienced it.
Some said this -made them feel
desirable and helped them com-

pete for males in today's overwhelmingly female campus scene.
Others said "hooking up"
made them feel awkward,
ashamed and used. Yet 83 percent
said, "Being married is very
important to me" and 63 percent
expected to meet their mate at
college.
"If it (relationships) starts in
high school it won't last, but if
they get together in their later
years of college they stay together," Justin Meadows, sports management senior from St. Albans,
said.
Some couples on campus disagree. Jimmie Clagg and Sara
Spurlock, both pre-pharmacy
majors, will celebrate their one
year anniversary January 5.
Both Clagg and Spurlock, who
have been going out since high
school, don't think college has
affected their relationship that
much. However, they both agree
there have been some changes.

"We don't have as much rime
for each other," Clagg, a freshman, said.
Ronald Daily and Stephanie
Jeffrey, a couple of two years, said
college hasn't imposed a time
restraint on their relationship.
"He came here before I did, so
now we get to be together more,"
Jeffery, a nursing freshman, said.
Daily said, "It is more convenient now because we can ride
together and can help each other
with classes."
While both "hook ups" and
relationships are common on college campuses, the key to dating
no matter how it's envisioned is to
communicate and get to know the
other person, according to
www.collegeandfuture.com.

What are your
Longwwod Lancers
up to this week? See
pg. 15 to find out!

Students Living on a Tigkt College Budget Can Stretck Tkeir Dollar
J. Aaron Goldsmith

vwmE
More than half of America's families are living from paycheck to
paycheck, but it is still possible for
these families to obtain wealth.
Stephen Brobeck is the executive director of the Consumer
Federation of Amenca-the largest
consumer advocacy organization
in the United States with more
than 50 million members.
Brobeck's lecture, "Can the
Less Affluent Build Personal
Wealth?" focuses on how lowerincome families can stretch their
dollars in the face of adversity in
today's economy.
He preaches about the basic
importance of wealth in the
United States and the problems
faced by lower-income families as
they try to accumulate savings.
Besides filling the basic needs,
such as paying rent and bills, a certain amount of wealth offers
peace of mind, Brobeck said.

The problem in America,
Brobeck says, is satisfying the
desire to keep up with their neighbors and maintain a certain socioeconomic status.
"Most Americans define affluence and poverty in terms of
material possessions," Brobeck
said. "The tendency in America is
to judge a person by what they
have."
Cathleen Zick, professor and
department chairwoman in family
and consumer studies, and
Brobeck added some statistics to
put the situation into context.
They said by the end of the last
decade, the average family in
America had $6,000 in credit card
debt and the bottom 40 percent
of households in the United
States hold only 0.2 percent of
the wealth. Though incomes have
increased,
53
percent of
Americans say most of the time
they are living from paycheck to
paycheck.
Brobeck is also involved in the

Amenca Saves Program, which is
aimed to educate the less affluent
in ways to increase their wealth.
"There are savers and spenders
in each economic class... Even
low-income savers can aspire to
wealth," Brobeck said.
Brobeck added some advice for
students looking to avoid getting
too deep into debt. He advised
students to avoid credit card
spending that can't be quickly
repaid because late charges can
increase the cost of credit and
lower credit scores
He also warned students to be
aware of the credit booths on college campuses, because being
turned down for a card might
affect your credit worthiness A
bad credit rating may even cost
students a job in the future
because employers are now doing
credit checks along with background checks, he said. "Your
credit score could be as important
as your GPA," Brobeck said.
Other advice included eating

As Sigma Kappa celebrates 1*1 years
of sisterhood, wt would like le extend a
warmfclt THANK YOU to all faculty and staff
of Longwood University. Your continued hard work
and dedication is a tribute to our future.

out less, spending less at the grocery store and setting a limit on
buying new clothes. Zick also said
one of the problems with students overspending is that they
buy clothing and nice cars to gain
social status among their peers.
"The thing to remember is that

there will be time in the future to
buy the things you want," Zick
said.
The lecture was co-sponsored
by the university's department of
family and consumer studies and
TIAA-CREF, a national financial
services organization.

Wanted: International Peer Advisors
1) Are your willing to assist International Students in
making the transition to Longwood and the Community?
2) Are you looking to improve your conversational
language skills and cultural knowledge?
3) v\fould you like to make an international friend?
4) Are you willing to pickup and drop off international
students at the Richmond International Airport?
Then answer yes to questions 1-4
VMiat are the responsibilities: The peer advisors along
with the staff of both the Office of Multicultural Affairs
and the Office of International Affairs are looking for
Citizen Leaders who are willing to make a Difference.
International Peer Mentors will answers questions
about the institution, serve as a resource regarding
the United States, and accompany international
students on short trips.
Please contact
Lonnie Calhoun, Director of Multicultural Affairs
395-2394/5
lcalhoun@longwood.edu
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Women s Cross Country Finiskes in 2nd Place
Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern

Longwood concluded its fall season by finishing second among 11
teams at the 2002 CVAC Women's
Cross Country Championships
November 1 with 80 points.
The meet host, Anderson
(S.C.), won the event with its 68
points.
At
the
CVAC
Championships,
sophomore
Jessica
Walton/WilliamsburgJamestown crossed the finish line
at 25:53 to finish eighth among a
field of 75 runners. Other LU
times included junior Kristel
Moser/Roanoke-Northside

(20:49, 10th), senior Pretzel
Kelly/Virginia
Beach-Salem
(21:03. 13th), sophomore Lynette
Robinson/Mineral-Louisa County
(21:19,
17th), senior Beth
Hadrys/Vandalia,
OhioJoppatowne (Md.) (22:10, 32nd),
sophomore Holly Miller/Newport
News-Woodside, local senior
Theresa Bridge/Farmville-Prince
Edward County (23:34, 56th), and
junior Leslie Lineberry/Glen
Allen-Hermitage (23:47, 57th).
Walton and Moser were each
named to the AU-CVAC 2nd-Team
on the strength of their respective
finishes at the conference championship meet.

Women's Soccer Dominates South Carolina Basketball Admissions
Policy for 2002-2003
Sports Information

Longwood University won both
of its conference women's soccer
matches last week, defeating
Krskine (S.C.) 5-1 at home
November 2 after a 3-0 road win
at Limestone (S.C.) October 30.
They had a 9-0 victory past visiting Erskine (S.C.) College
Wednesday during a CVAC
Tournament Quarterfinal.
The Lancers, seeded #1 in the
conference
tournament,
improved its record to 13-3-1
overall this season and will play
again this Friday, November 8, at
11:30 a.m. against #4 seed LeesMcRae (N.C.) in a semifinal contest at tournament host Belmoni
Abbey College in North Carolina
Against Erskine, Longwood
received two goals from junior
Phoebe Munson/Virginia Beach
Tallwood and led 4-1 at the inter
mission en route to the home triumph.
Munson was aided by
senior
Tricia
Root/Gambnlls,
MdBishop Ireton (Va.), along
with freshmen Hillary
Carney/Newport NewsMenchville and Tiffany
Gruschow/RoanokeWUliam Byrd - each with
one goal.
Seniors
Mia
Capps/Virginia
BeachKempsville and Rigel
Lockett/Stafford-North
Stafford, along with sophomore
Christine
Clay/Amelia-Amelia

Munson's four assists estabCounty - each contributed an
assist. Sophomore keeper Lindsay lished a new school-record at
Naill/Alexandna-Bishop Ireton Longwood. Gruschow also had
an assist, while others sconng
made two saves.
At Limestone, Longwood goals included senior Tricia
Md.-Bishop
received goals from senior Gina Root/Gambrills,
Ireton
(Va.),
and
sophomores
Poweil/Bowie,
Md.-Elizabeth
Krekonan/Virginia
Seton, Munson, and Carney. Rachel
Beach-Kempsville,
Stef
Freshman Tiffany Rice/Virgmia
Beach-Kellam contnbuted an Langston/LaPlata, Md.-Wesdake,
assist, while Nail recorded her and Sarah Mathis/Richmond|ames River.
10th shutout this year.
It was the first collegiate goals
Against Erskine, Longwood
for Krekorian and Langston,
scored two goals dunng the open
ing 7:36, led 4 0 at the interims while senior Mia Capps/Virginia
sion, and added five more goals Beach-Kempsville, sophomore
Bizer/Annandaleduring the second half - includ- Mikaela
ing three dunng the first 2:55 of Annandale,
and
freshman
Whitney Raunswinter/Virginia
the penod.
Leading the way with two goals Beach-Frank W Cox each coneach
were
)umor
Gina tributed an assist.
Sophomore keeper Lindsay
Powell/Bowie,
Md.-Elizabeth
Seton and freshman Tiffany Naill/Alexandria-Bishop Ireton -Gruschow/Roanoke-William aided bv the Lancers' nanonallyByrd, while |unior Phoebe ranked defense (6th-best in
Munson/Virginia
Beach- Division II) ~ recorded her 11 th
Tallwood added one goal and shutout this season.
four assists.

Longwood University Athletics
has announced its revised ticket /
admission policy for all 2002-03
men's and women's basketball
games for this upcoming season.
Single session adult general
public tickets (men's and
women's doubleheaders count as
a single session) will be $5; tickets
for children ages 5-17 will be $3;
and children under age four will

Bombers.
The Lancer women open their
season with the annual C&L
/Lancer Invitational November
22-23 and host one additional
separate regular-season home
game.
Ticket prices are discounted for
aD Longwood University faculty
and staff - a single session ticket
will be $3; a season pass will be
$15, and a family pass fcill cost
$25.
^^

be admitted free
An adult general public season
pass will be $25, while a family
pass will cost $35.
This year's schedule will provide for 10 home men's and
women's games being played as
"doubleheaders" and the one
adrnissiori price will cover both
contests
Additionally, the men play four
separate regular-season home
games as well as a pre-season
exhibition game - with free
admission - November 16
against the Chadeston (W.Va.)

As always, all cum HfearoUed
students at the g. JBty ,will
, continue to be admitted free with
their student ID.
Season and/or family passes
can be purchased by .contacting
Bonnie Robertson;, assistant athletic director foj.J'tuSness at
434.395.2655 !
' e-mail
lancers@Iongwood.edu for more
information. Additionally, all
passes and/or tickets will be avail
able 30 minutes prior to game tipoff at the Lancer Hall ticket window located at the Pine Street
entrance.

Sports Information

Zeta Tau Alpha Bowl-A-Thon
The sisters of z,eta Tau Alpha extend a^ invitation
to all liA.ttns.ttd persons to participate in their
a^iAual B>owl-A-Thon oit Thwrs., Nov. 14 -{YCM. ±O
f.vu.. to 2 n.KA.. at Main street Lanes LIA. the town of
Famu/ille. Prices art 42 flt tht door a\^d 45 -for all
wow. can bowl. Proutds. help benefit Z,eta rau
Alpha's philanthropy, the Susan C\. Kx>v*.t\*. Breast
Cavwtr Foundation.
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Field Hockeij Had A Stong Season Finish
Ola Stokes
Sports Information Intern
Longwood split a pair of matches
last weekend in North Carolina,
falling at NCAA Division I opponent Appalachian State (N.C.) 1-0
November 2 before defeating
Catawba (N.C) 5-2 November 3.
The Lancers concluded the
season with a final record of 7-8
overall. At Appalachian State,
sophomore
keeper
Julie
Patterson/Esmont-Monticello
had three saves for l.ongwood.
At Catawba, sophomore midfielder
Lorrie
Watts/Fredericksburg-Stafford
scored the first goal for the
Lancers.
The second goal was made by
freshman
forward
Kelly
Gaines/Fairfax-WT Woodson to
He the game at the half
Games was assisted by Warts.
Patterson had seven saves for
Longwood while playing in the
first half.

Freshman
forward Sarah
Hitchings/Virginia
BeachKempsville scored 15 seconds
within the second half. Junior forward Erin Sixsmith/AlexandriaWest Potomac added two more
goals for the Lancers to claim the
victory.
Sixsmith was assisted on both
goals by Watts. Freshman keeper
Lisette
Kocka/Huntington
Beach, Calif.-Marina made four
saves for the Lancers while playing in the second half.
Through
15
matches,
Longwood was led in scoring by
Watts (9g, 9a), Gaines (7g), freshman
midfielder
Alexis
Ramey/Westminster,
CalifMarina (5g, 2 a), Hitchings (4g,
la), Sixsmith (3g, la), freshman
midfielder Echo Naugle/Virginia
Beach-Princess Anne (2g, la),
freshman
midfielder
Julie
Pnce/Stafford-North Stafford
(2g, 4a), senior forward Sarah
Grossi/Burke-Robinson

The Modern Language Club will be hosting
an Afro-Cuban Music dance complete with
Latin -Drumming (Conga, salsa).
Vladimir and Sandra Espinosa are specialists in
this area and will be teaching the dances.
Lankford Ballroom
November 14 from 7:00-11:00 p.m.
Come dance the night away!!

Looking for a job?
The YMCA \s now hiring for spring
program positions!
For more information, please call
(434) 392-3456 or visit us at 404 E. Third
Street (near the Farmville Post Office)

Btfare test WMknrt, tfee net*
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Secondary (2g),
sophomore
defender Rashel Teach/Virginia
Beach-Ocean Lakes (lg, 4DS),
freshman midfielder Marina
Srzow/Virginia Beach-Kempsville
(2a, 1 DS).
Others with defensive saves
include sophomore defender
Melissa Barrett/Stafford-North
Stafford (IDS), freshman defender Chelsea Weber/GloucesterGloucester (3DS), junior midfielder
Andrea
Wilkinson/Chan tilly-Chantilly
(2DS), senior defender Kay Dee
Lemn/Virginia Beach-Kempsville
(IDS), and freshman defender
Laura Wist/Charlottesville-The
Covenant School. Patterson
played 943:01 minutes with a 2.67
goals against average and made
114 saves for an .803 save percentage.
Kocka played 94:00 minutes
with a 1.91 goals against average
and made 11 saves for an .846
save percentage.

Longwood concluded its fall season at the 2002 CVAC
Men's Cross Country Championships Nov. I. Graduate student Kevin Rock/Newport News-Peninsula Catholic was
the only runner to compete for Longwood, finishing S8th
among afield of 77 runners with a time of 34:28.

Men s Soccer Finishes Regular Season at 11-5^1
Sports Information
Longwood University won both
of its conference men's soccer
matches last week, defeating
Erskine (S.C.) 8-0 at home
November 2 after a 2-1 road win
at Limestone (S.C.) October 30.
The Lancers have completed
the regular season at 11-5-1 overall, 9-2 in the CVAC, and will
enter the CVAC Tournament as
the #4 seed.
Longwood, ranked #10 in last
week's
NSCAA
Southeast
Region, will host #5 seed Barton
(N.C.) (8-6-3, 5-4-2) November 6
in a conference tournament quarterfinal beginning at 7 p.m. on
Lancer Field.
The Lancers defeated the
Bulldogs 1-0 at home back on
October 19. Against Erskine,
Longwood received three goals a hat-trick - from senior Mark
Connelly/Warrenton-Fauquier
and led 4-0 at the intermission en
route to the home triumph.
Connelly was aided by senior
Shawn
Spilman/Cincinnati,
Ohio-Oak Hills with two goals
and one assist, along with junior
Danny Ansell/Ashburn-Broad
Run with two goals, and freshman Tony Soules/Springfield-

West Springfield with his first collegiate
goal.
Senior Mike
Walsh/Manassas-Osbourn contributed two assists, while class
mates Trey Nichols/RichmondLloyd C. Bird and Rob
Ardaiolo/Manassas-C.D Hylton
each had one assist.
Senior
keeper
John
Kennedy/Nor folk-Catholic,
Virginia Beach made one save
while preserving the shutout.
At Limestone, Longwood
received goals from sophomore
Stuart Bertsch/Norfolk-Maury
and
freshman
Dmitri
Isakovski/Norfolk-Maury, while
Walsh added an assist on
Bertsch's goal — the game-winner
in the 50th minute.
Kennedy had five saves while
earning the win in front of the
net.
Through
17
matches,
Longwood is led in scoring by
Connelly with his nine goals and
two assists for 20 points.
Connelly is followed by Shawn
Spilman (7g, 5a) and Walsh (6g,
7a) - each with 19 points, along
with
freshman
Jim
Perkins/Jacksonville,
N.C.Jacksonville with six goals and
one assist for 13 points and
Bertsch with five goals and one

assist for 11 points. Other scoring
includes Ansell (2g, 2a, 6p),
Isakovski (2g, 4p) and freshman
Zach Gibson/Virginia BeachKellam (2g, 4p), senior Scott
Spilman/Cincinnati, Ohio-Oak
Hills (3a, 3p), Nichols (2a, 2p),
Soules (lg, 2p), and freshman
Matt Walent/Manassas-Osbourn
Park (lg, 2p), along with Ardaiolo
(la,
lp),
senior
Marcus
Stanley/Virginia Beach-Norfolk
Academy (la, lp), and freshman
Joey Harris/Norfolk-Maury (la,
lp).
Kennedy (4-1-1) has played 650
minutes and allowed 10 goals for a
1.38 goals against average with 37
saves for a .787 save percentage
and the one shutout.
Fieshman
keeper
Billy
Hawver/Virginia Beach-Kellam
(6-3) has played 909 minutes and
allowed 16 goals for a 1.58 goals
against average with 51 saves for a
.761 save percentage and two
shutouts.
Following
the
CVAC
Tournament quarterfinal contest
with Barton, Longwood hopes to
advance on to the conference
tournament semifinals and championship scheduled for November
9-10 at Belmont Abbey College in
North Carolina.
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Meet Your Longwood Lancers
Kristina Loerch
Staff Writer

Kristina Loerch
Staff Writer

Name: Kay Dee Lemn
Nicknames: "Mom"
Hometown: Virginia Beach,
VA
Sport: Field Hockey
Position: Defender
Year: Senior
Major/Minor:
Liberal
Studies/Elementary Education
Organizations Involved In:
Omicron Delta Kappa, Kappa
Delta Pi, Crossroads Christian
Fellowship, InterVarsity
Other Sports Interested In:
Basketball,
Track,
and
Volleyball
Favorite Movie: Dirty Dancing
Favorite TV Show: 7th Heaven
Favorite
Band/Music
Performer: Tim McGraw
What do you like to do in
your free time: I enjoy reading, spending time with my
friends, and running.
Someone who has been a
role model to you: My parents

Name: John Kennedy
Nickname: JK
Hometown: Norfolk
Sport: Soccer
Position: Keeper
Year: Senior
Major/Minor: Sociology with a
concentration in Criminal Justice
Organizations Involved In:
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Other Sports Interested In: All
sports
Favorite Movie: Shawshank
Redemption
Favorite TV Shows: Simpsons,
Sopranos, Saved by the bell the
college years
Favorite
Band/Music
Performer: Dave Matthews
What do you like to do in your
free time: Embarass Marcus at
playstation
Someone who has been a role
model to you: My sister, Baxter
A favorite inspirational quote:

A favorite inspirational
quote: "I can do everything
through Him who gives me
strength."- Philippians 4:13
Favorite Sports Moment:
Winning [Longwood Field
Hockey's]
ECAC's
Championship in 2000
■"

.

■
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"What doesnt kill you makes you
stronger"
Favorite Sports Moment: We won
the conference tournament two
years ago...Id like to win it again this
year.
Next Game: The conference tournament starts this week and contin ues on through the weekend
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AT LONGWOOD VILLAGE...
Living Well Begins BEFORE Graduation!

Who says moving off campus means
giving up the perks of the residence halls?

At Longwood Village, you'll ENJOY having:
■ Individual 10 & 12 Month Leases
Starting at $385/mo.
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■ Utilities Included
■ Private Bedrooms with Bathrooms
■ Fully Equipped Kitchen with Dishwasher,
Disposal and Microwave
■ Washer & Dryer
■ High Speed Internet
■ Cable TV Included
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bedroom 1
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■ Individual Phone Lines Available
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■ Furnished or Unfurnished Apartments
■ Plenty of Parking

LONGWOOD

■ Free Express Shuttle Service to Campus

VILLAGE

In our brand new clubhouse,
you'll LOVE having:
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■ State-of-the-art Theatre
■ Computer & Media Center
■ Private Study Areas
■ Lounge with Premium Cable
■ Game Room with Jukebox,
Pool Tables & Air Hockey

Longwood Village
is everything you
want and more.

■ Cafe/Grill Area

LONGWOOD VILLAGE: The Ultimate Off-Campus Lifestyle.
(434)315-5566 • www.longwood-village.com

PRE-LEASING NOW FOR FALL 2003!

